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LEAK DETECTION]

"With the value of water being comparable
to that oftrude oil, any leakage can have
significant financial consequences."

I
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there is also evaporation to consider. In international terms, however,
much of the Middle East compares
favourably, and the problem of water losses on the network is not as
grave as in other parts of the world.
Heidi Cooney, marketing manager at UK-based Sensornet, estimates
that "60% is lost along the way from
source to enddestination for Europe and America." The favourable
situation over here could be due to
the fact that the local infrastructure
in the fastdeveloping Middle East is
relatively new and not in dire need
of refurbishment
'With regard to water leakage in
the Middle East, this is of major concern and of significant importance
to those companies involved in the
h-ansportation of water," says Keith
Joseph, customer care manager at
Atrnos International. 'With thevalue
of water being comparableto that of
crude oil, any leakage can have significant financial consequences. As
a result, we are seeing an increased
demand in requirements for software-based leak detection systems
in this general area of the world."
Gary Wong, global water industry executive at performance management software firm OSIsoft, suggests water leaks range kom 20%to
more than 50%in the Middle East,
and are similar to leakage rates
found in North America. 'The Middle East is a market that we'd like to
further develop as there is great o p
portunity and benefit to the region
to manage leakage considering the
scarcity and cost of drinking water
in the region," he says.

DETECTION STRATEGY
But how proactive have the utilities
been so far in efforts to keep their
network leakfree and save water?
'Too often utilities lack a water leakage management strategy, if any
kind of strategy at all," says Wong.
"Utilities are reactive to the issue in
general and few can back-up their
'estimated' water loss with actual
facts and figures."
An exception is the UK, which
Wong points out represents a good,
proactive example of leakage man-

With new technology, the days when customers are the first to spot a leak could be coming to an end.

agement through industry regulator OWAT "Pressure management
and DMAs (district metered areas)
are used to prevent leaks and detection is typically done by using acoustic listening devices, leak noise
correlators and tethered hydrophone systems," he says.

losses at various locations.Although oil and gas, have sought to close the
this method works to a certain ex- gap left by conventional technology
tent, especially in the case of large by increasing equipment sensitivity
leaks in which there is a consider- or by integrating the instrurnentaable loss of pressure in the pipeline, tion with special sofhvaxe - or both.
it is more difficult to identify smaller
The result means leaks can not
leaks which, over time, can cause only be detected, but even avoided
signif=~cantlosses."
in the first place. Of his PI system,
Wong says: "OSIsoffs software platform allows a utility to collect data
from all control systems and instrumentation, which is the key to water
leakage
prevention and detection.
Without the data, a utility can only
guess at the amount of leakage and
would not be able to detect long run
leaks that are not visible.
As far as technology is conAs Wong points out, "It is easy for
"Utilities need to be able to collect
cerned, Joseph suggests that the utilities to detect mains that burst and analyse data before any optimiwater sector is lagging behind in because they are visible, but it is the sation or leakage reduction can be
terms of what is available for leak leaks that cannot be seen that cause accomplished and measured. Based
detection elsewhere. 'Traditionally, a majority of the total water lost.
on the constant stream of data colthe instrumentation available on
"Leaks that are not visible in the lected from water meters, our PI
water transmission and distribution water distniution system can go un- system can conduct real-time water
systems has been significantly less detected for months and even years. balances to alert operators of possithan that available on oil or gas pipe We have a customer who uses PI ble leaks or anomalies in the entire
lines," he says. 'This has caused sig- (OSIsoffs enterprise data system) water distribution network. It can
nificant problems for many software to detect leaks in real-time and in reconcile the entire water distribuvendors which rely on accurate, the past. It could easily take weeks tion system in real-time."
Of course, as Cooney points out,
timely data in order to model the to months to detect that same leak."
'Typically water leaks don't happen
pipeline inventory.
quickly - they appear over a period
"Conventional methods of leak SOFWARE SOLUTION
detection rely mainly on the exper- Companiesproviding leak detection of h e . " Modem systems therefore
tise of operators to identify leaks solutions, often with considerable take on more of a predictive mainwithin the system based on pressure experience in similar applications in tenance role. "It is almost like an

"Typically water leaks don't happen quickly
they appear over neriod of time."

LEAK DETECTION]

early warning system," she says. "It
makes sure your infrastructure is as
robust as it should be."
"A software-based leak detection
system will assist the operators of
the pipeline to quickly and accurately identify potential and actual
leaks and put into place measures to
reduce the losses," adds Joseph.
"In an attempt to overcome some
of the telemetry issues which generally face these systems, Atrnos has
developed a package which can provide leak detection analysis based
on data received on an hourly basis,
performing analysis runs of the
hourly data within minutes to determine the status of the pipeline.
"However, with regard to the sys
tems being installed in the Middle
Easf a higher degree of instrumentation and telemetry is also b e i i installed along with the actualpipeline
infrastructure, which enables more
standard software techniques to be
implemented." Joseph says the accuracy and reliabiity of Atmos'
water leak detection is now comparable to that of its oil-based software
which has been proven at hundreds
of live leak trials around the world.
Sensornet, off the back of s u b
stantial experience in dam monitoring in northern Europe, has also
been able to develop equipment fit
for detection of even very minor
leakages. 'The difficulty with water
is that its temperature is very close
to the ambient air temperature, so
you need very sensitive technology
to be able to pick up any leaks. That
is where our technology is very u s e
fd," says Cooney of Sensornets
Digital Pipeline Leak Detection sy*
tern. 'We have very sensitive technology. We can measure millilitres
down to minutes. Obviously, if you
have a more serious leakage, we can
measure that even quicker."

'We can detect the exact location," says Cooney, "- that is the
main difference. There are various
other means of knowing how much
leakage you are losing along the
line but we can detect exactly where
it happens. That is more interesting,
especially over long-distances, and
that is where a lot of costs come into
play - when people know there is a
leakage but they don't know where.
"Our technology is actually dis
tributed over the full length of the
pipeline. That means we have what
we call a sensing cable the whole
way along the pipeline and essentially you leave no area unmonitored.
You are measuring the whole
way along the pipeline, pretty much
down to the nearest metre if you
are measuring up to 30 krn. You
have measuring points the whole
way down the line, not just discreet
measuring points where you think
things might be happening."

REGIONAL PRESENCE
Cooney claims to be receiving interest from the Middle East, especially
in longdistance water pipelines.
'The awareness is definitely growing, especially as water asaresource
is becoming more valuable. Water is
the next oil and gas," she says.
One problem is that companies
offering water leak detection s y s
tems tend not be based in the Middle East 'We are looking for some
software, but unfortunately I do not
know if they are available in Dubai,"
says Talib Abdulkareem Julfar, director of the drainage and irrigation
department at Dubai Municipality.
While all the companiescontacted
for this feature were indeed based
overseas, the benefits of water leak
detection have become much more
apparent here in the last couple of
years, and its profile as a solution
is growing.
LEAK LOCATION
It has played a big role in the oil
On a vast network, however, the and gas sector to date, as companies
mere knowledge that a leak has wince at the thought of missing out
occurred is of little use if you are on revenue, but growing respect for
unable to say precisely where it water in an arid region means leak
has occurred. But today's integrat- detectors will surely start to give
ed systems are able to solve this water more prominence in their reproblem too.
gional business sectors.
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Lookingfor an alternative competentsupplier offering
cost effective, easy to use reliable products with
excellent after sales service?
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Malog N 9

Noiselogger with frequency
analvsis
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Correlux P-1
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Digital correlator with
integrated ground
microphone
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microphone
with latest DSA technology
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SebaKMT has over 60 years world-wideexperience, offering
a wide range of productsfor water loss analysis and for the
detection of water leaks and pipe bursts.
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SebaKMTis your competent partner for water loss analysis and
resource management for your drinkingwater network.
b Devices for prelocation and pin-pointing

b Monitoringsystems for water supply
b Devices for pipeline and marker location

SebaKMT .96148 BaunacWGermany

Tel. +49 (0)95 44 - 6 80 . Fax +49 (0) 95 44 - 22 73
.wlns@sehakmt.cnm. www.sebakmt.com
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